Abstract. Two kinds of parallel possibilities exist in the block-based Gauss-Jordan (BbGJ) algorithm, which are intra-step and inter-steps based parallelism. But the existing parallel paradigm of BbGJ algorithm just aiming at the intra-step based parallelism, can"t meet the requirement of dispatching simultaneously as many tasks as possible to computing nodes of desktop grid platform exploiting thousands of volunteer computing resources. To overcome the problem described above, this paper presents a hybrid parallel paradigm for desktop grid platform, exploiting all the possible parallelizable parts of the BbGJ algorithm. As well known to us all, volatility is the key issue of desktop grid platform and faults are unavoidable during the process of program execution. So the adapted version of block BbGJ algorithm for desktop grid platform should take the volatility into consideration. To solve the problem presented above, the paper adopts multi-copy distribution strategy and multi-queue based task preemption method to ensure the key tasks can be executed on time, thus ensure the whole tasks can be finished in shorter period of time.
Introduction
A good parallel programming paradigm should help to maximize parallel execution of the algorithm, thus achieving better performance. And the choice of paradigm is determined by the available parallel computing resources and by the type of parallelism inherent in the problem [14] . Most of the scientific communities have the desire to minimize economic risk and rely on consumer based off-the-shelf technology. Exploiting the significant computational capability available in the internet-based desktop Grid environment has gained an enthusiastic acceptance within the high performance computing community [10, 18] and Desktop Grid computing has been recognized as the wave of the future to solve large scientific problems, especially in the days of multi-core architectures [12] are widely used in personal computer. Paper [19] evaluates the potential capability of desktop grid systems. With more and more personal computers with multi-core architectures join the desktop grid platform, the platform can provide huge process However, realizing better performance of the parallel algorithm in desktop grid platform requires exploiting as more thread-level parallelism as possible and avoiding the influence from computing nodes joining in (leaving from) the platform without any advance notice. It is important to find a solution to get maximal parallelism available to an algorithm and find appropriate schedule mechanism for the paltform, thus achieving its better performance in the desktop Grid platform.
BbGJ algorithm [1] [2] [4] , as a classical method of large scale matrix inversion, can be used in hydro-science, weather prediction, aircraft design, graphic transformation and so on. Though there are many approaches on large scale matrix inversion such as SCALAPACK library, GOTO library. But these kinds of methods aren"t available to desktop grid paradigm. The reason is that it is impossible to install a special library on each computing nodes. It is meaningful to make further research on BbGJ algorithm. Serge shows its parallel version adapting to MIMD [1] . Melab et al not only give us its parallel version tailoring to MARS but also analyze all the possible parallelism in the algorithm [2] [4] . Aouad et al present its adapted version for grid platform [3, 7] . But these programming paradigm given by Melab and Aouad doesn"t take inter-steps parallelism into consideration. More important, they can"t be adapted to desktop grid environment for the special characters of desktop grid systems.
To improve the efficiency of the algorithm, it is important and necessary to find an approach which can exploit all the inter-steps and intra-step based parallelism in the algorithm. Thus more tasks can be generated and executed simultaneously on different computing nodes. Some characters of sequential BbGJ can be summarized as follows:
1) The number of iterative step of sequential BbGJ algorithm is equal to that of square root of matrix blocks partitioned.
2) In the BbGJ algorithm, the parts of available parallel granularity are based on blocks (which are sub-matrices partitioned). data dependence between blocks plays an important role in deciding which parts of program can be executed concurrently.
3) All the data input and output are based on blocks and the number of data input is same in each iterative step of BbGJ algorithm.
4) The object of data input on blocks is regular. Operation "1","3","5" (marked in sequential BbGJ algorithm in section 2) work on the matrix A while Operation "4","6","7" work on the matrix B which is the inversion of matrix A ( see Fig.6 ).
From above, we know data dependence between different blocks is the key factor to solve the problem presented above. To the convenient of making research on data dependence between blocks, we regard the two matrix (original matrix and its inverted matrix) as an augmented matrix. Through the analysis on executive process of BbGJ algorithm, we find that a set of threetuples (k,i,j) can be used to control all the data dependence in the process of algorithm execution. In which, k represents the number of iterative step of BbGJ algorithm, i represents the row of augmented matrix while j is the column of the matrix. So those three-tuples are used as condition to control when and which parts can be executed. At the same time, we can find and mark the key path of depended tasks and the key path can be described using a series of three tuples. Based on that, this paper presents a hybrid programming paradigm, considering all the possible parallelism in the algorithm and appropriate allocation strategy.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The data dependence in BbGJ will be described in the section two. Section three will show us the formal description of BbGJ The fourth section will present us a hybrid parallel programming paradigm for desktop grid system and key path of BbGJ using a series of three-tuples. The evaluation on hybrid paradigm will be made in section five. Section six is the conclusion and future works.
Data Dependence in the Algorithm
Let A and B be two dense matrices of dimension N, and let B be the inverted matrix of A, i.e. AB=BA=I. Let A and B be partitioned into a matrix of q×q blocks of dimension n which n=N/q. The sequential block-based GaussJordan algorithm is the following:
For k=1 to q do // we call this as "iterative" 
Parallelism in the Algorithm
From algorithm 1, we can find that each step of algorithm is made up of five loops (the third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh operation in algorithm 1) and two other operations (the first and second). At each step k (k = 1,…, q), the first operation is used to get the inverted matrices of sub-block matrices; the second operation executes the operation of assignment from the sub-block of matrix A to corresponding that of matrix B; the third operation computes the blocks belonging to the row of the pivot with index j is larger than k and the fourth operation computes the corresponding parts of matrix B; the fifth operation calculates the blocks of all columns of the matrix A with index i above and below that of the pivot row and the forth operation calculates the corresponding parts of matrix B; At last the seventh operation is used to compute the blocks of the column number k of matrix B except B k,k. The parallelization of the sequential BbGJ algorithm consists of exploiting two kinds of parallelism: the inter-steps parallelism and the intra-step parallelism. The intra-step parallelism consists mainly of exploiting the parallelism involved in each of the five loops (operation "3" to operation "7" in algorithm 1). It falls into two categories: the inter-loops parallelism and the intra-loop parallelism. Inter-steps parallelism is more complex because almost all the operations in algorithm 1 are restricted by the inter-steps data dependence. Then we will analyze those data dependence one by one.
Intra-step based data dependence in the Algorithm
We can describe the data dependence in the Algorithm1 using Fig.1 and Fig.2 . In those figures the blue font represents the read operation. For example, the blue font "5" in the first row, second column of matrix A in Fig.1 represents that: to this block, the first operation is "5" (see the number marked in algorithm 1) which is a read operation, i.e. operation "5" will read this block as its input. The same way we can know that the black font "1" in the second row, second column of matrix A in Fig 1 represents that: the operation "1" (see the number marked in algorithm 1) will assign the value obtained by operation "1" to this block. Next we will take the block in the second row, first column of matrix B in Fig.1 as example to show all the related operations executed in this block. From the Fig.1 , we can know three operations executed in this block, of which blue fonts "4" and "6" are read operation and black font "4" is write operation. How those operations are executed and what"s the sequence of those operations will be explained. To that block said above, operation will be executed from up to down, i.e. the read operation "4" will be executed first, after that write operation "4" begin to execute and the last operation is read operation "6". After the finish of the three operations said above, no more operation on this block will be executed in this step. Fig.1 shows us all the operations happened at the step 2 with q is 5 in the intra-step BbGJ algorithm. We can also get all the operations information at the step 3 with q is 5 from the Fig.2 .
From Fig.1 and Fig.2 we can know that each of the q steps of the algorithm has the same number of write operation and the number is q 2 . To the matrix A ,the write operation on it are operations "1", "3" and "5" while only operations "1", "6" and "7" act on matrix B. Through the analysis of Fig.1 and Fig.2 , we also can get the data dependence in an iterative step of program execution. See Fig.3 . 
Inter-steps based data dependence in the Algorithm
We will take the data-dependence between step k and step k+1 as example to show the inter-steps parallelism. Getting the value A k,j (k=1…q; j=k+1…q) ( respectively B k,j in which k=1…q; j=1…k-1) of k+1 step in the third operation (respectively the fourth) needs get the value of block A k,j (k =1…q; j=k+1…q) ( respectively B k,j in which k=1…q; j=1…k-1) of k step. As to the fifth operation, we must know that block A i,j (i=1…q and i≠k; j=k+1…q) and A i,k (i=1…q and i≠k; k=1…q) of k step before we compute the value A i,j (i =1…q and i≠k; j= k+1…q) of k+1 step. The situation in the sixth operation is just like that in the fifth, we can compute the value B i,j (i=1,…,q and i≠k; j=1…k-1) of step k+1 after we getting the value B i,j (i =1…q and i≠k; j=1…k -1) and A i,k (i =1…q and i≠k; k=1…q) of step k. In the operation "7", to get the value B i,k (i=1…q and i≠q; k=1…q) of k+1 we must know the value A i,k (i=1…q and i≠q; k=1…q) of step k.
To express the inter-steps data dependence, a data dependent graph will be drawn. First, we define "directed arc" as follows: a directed arc from block "X" to block "Y" (X, Y is the block of matrix) signifies the operation on block "Y"
should not be executed before the operations on block "X" are finished. Then we can describe the data dependence using directed arc (See Fig.5 ). "Loop 1" in the Fig.5 represents the inter-step data dependence of operation "1" and operation "5". Operation "5" at the step 2 must finish before we execute the operation "1" at the step 3. Fig 4 shows us all the inter-steps data dependence existing between step 2 and step 3 with q is 5.
Fig.4. Inter-steps Data Dependence
We have analyzed all the inter-steps data dependence using Fig.4 and the intra-step based data dependence using Fig.3 . Then we can summarize all the data dependence using Fig .5 .
Formal Description of Data Dependence
The data dependence is up to write operation on blocks. It is the data operation that determine when and which blocks can be executed. Fig .6 shows us that write operation on each block after executing one iterative step. These operations can be divided into two parts according to its goal written into (matrix A or matrix B). Operations "1", "3" and "5" are on matrix A, while operation "2", "4", "6" and "7" are on matrix B.
It is the many similarities existing in write and read operation on matrix A and matrix B both in the intra-step parallelism and in the inter-steps parallelism that we will take matrix A and matrix B together into account as an augmented matrix.
Definition 1:
Let AB(i,j) = A(i,j) i=1…q; j=1…q AB(i,j+q) = B(i,j) i=1…q; j=1…q AB k i,j represents the block AB i,j at step k for k=1…q. Let us represent domain AB k i,j using a triplet (k,i,j), then we can use the triplet KIJ = {(k,i,j) | k,i=1…q and j=k+1…k+q} to mark the status of block operation, i.e. KIJ represents the operation made at the step k in the row i and column j of augmented matrix AB i,j . For the algorithm, one AB k i,j is modified once and only once per iterative step. So these triplets can be used to describe the sequence of operation on augmented matrix. Consequently we can use the triplet as a global signal to control the data write operation, thus the data dependence in the algorithm can be describe using these triplets. Intra-step data dependence can be written as follows:
k=1…q ; j=k+1…q; i=1…q and i≠k (k, k, j+q)≯(k, i, j+q) k=1…q; j=1…k-1; i=1…q and i≠k (k, k, k)≯(k, i, k+q) k=1…q; i=1…q and i≠k Inter-step data dependence can be summarized as follows：
k=2…q; j= k+1…q (k-1, k, j+q)≯(k, k, j+q) k=2… q; j=1…k-1 (k-1, i, k)≯(k, i, j) k=2…q; j=k+1…q; i=1…q and i≠k (k-1, i, j)≯(k,i, j) k=2…q; j= k+1… q; i=1…q and i≠k (k-1, i, j+q)≯(k, i, j+q) k=2…q; j=1…k-1; i=1… q and i≠k (k-1, i, k)≯(k, i, j+q) k=2…q; j=1…k-1; i=1… q and i≠k (k-1, i, k)≯(k, i, k+q) k=2…q; i=1…q and i≠k Now we will summarize binary relation obtained above according to operation marked in algorithm 1.
(k, k, k)≯(k, k, j) k=1… p; j=k+1…p (1) (k, k, k)≯(k, k, j) and (k-1, k, j)≯(k, k, j) k=2…p; j=k+1… p (3) (k, k, k)≯(k, k, j+q) and (k-1,k, j+q)≯(k, k, j+q) k=2… p; j=1… k-1 (4) (k,k,j)≯(k,i,j) and (k-1,i,k)≯(k,i,j) and (k-1,i,j)≯(k,i,j) k=2…q;j=k+1…q; i=1… q and i≠k (5) (k,k,j+q)≯(k,i,j+q) and (k-1,i,j+q)≯(k,i,j+q) and (k-1, i, k)≯(k, i, j+q) k=2…q; j=1…k-1; i=1…q and i≠k (6) (k,k,k)≯(k,i,k+q) and (k-1,i,k)≯(k,i,k+q) k=2…p; i=1…p and i≠k (7)
Design of Hybrid Parallel Programming Paradigm
As suggested by Ian Foster [13] , parallel processing on an algorithm needs four distinct stages which are: partitioning, communication, agglomeration and mapping. Next we will design the parallel paradigm of Gauss-Jordan algorithm according to those four steps. Because large scale matrix inversion is hard to be executed directly, so partitioning is the first thing to do. In this paper, large scale Matrix A has been partitioned into n×n blocks, referring to Fig.1 and Fig.2 . After partitioning, the objects of all the operations in the algorithm focus on blocks (sub-matrices), which makes a more complex problem decomposed into some easy-to-solve sub-problems. No communication between different small sub-problems exists during the process of program execution. The communication is just between matrix A and its sub-matrix. The operation on sub-matrix can read from (or write back to) the corresponding blocks of Matrix A. We can design this stage of paradigm according to parallel divide and conquer model in which the sub-problems can be solved at the same time, giving sufficient parallelism.
Analysis in the Section 2 tells us that inter-steps and intra-step parallelism exist in this algorithm and data-dependences on different blocks determine the sequence of different operations on a block (sub-matrix). Fig.1 shows us the inter-step data dependence in Matrix A and 12 blocks has the same writeoperation (operation "5"). They have the same operation and there is no communication between them. I.e. the sub-tasks of the algorithm are independent and each processor can execute one part of them. So this kind of operations can use single program multi data paradigm model to deal with. As to Fig.4 , the operation represented by loop "1" shows us that before the operation "1" in step 3 begins, the operation "5" in step 2 must finish. This kind of parallelism we can use data pipelining paradigm to deal with them.
As to the stages of agglomeration, mapping. Because all the writeoperations of the algorithm are based on sub-matrix and the results will be return to the Matrix A after any a step of operation, so agglomeration is finished when all the operations on sub-matrix are end. After the hybrid programming paradigm, as much as sub-tasks will be generated and you can use appropriate schedule stratagem to map the sub-tasks to computing resources.
Next, a Flow-chart of hybrid programming paradigm can be seen in Fig.7 . Based on the analysis above, a formal description of parallel programming paradigm of BbGJ for desktop grid platform can be presented using Algorithm 2 in this paper.
Fig.7.
Left part is the flowcharts of the paradigm execution and the right part is the corresponding data operation. q steps needed to execute in the paradigm and the execution between step "k" and step "k+1" is described. In the right parts, "many arrows" represents these data can be executed simultaneously.
The series of three tuples in new hybrid program paradigm for desktop grid system can be described using Fig.8 . The Fig.9 shows us the workflow of different operations in the algorithm. The execution can be described using a series of three tuples. The key path of those three tuples is the base of setting the propriety of different operation. Three-level based propriety is set in the hybrid algorithm for desktop grid system. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Input: A,B ←I (n,n), q the logical value of (0,1,1) is set to be true; for(i=1;i<=q;i++) the logical value of (0,1,i) is set to be true; for(i=1;i<=q;i++) the logical value of (0,i,1) is set to be true; for(i=1;i<=q;i++) for(j=1;j<=q;j++) the logical value of (0,i,j) is set to be true; Output:
; the priority of this operation is set 1(highest level) the logical value of (k, k, j) is set to be true; end if // if the logical value of both (k, k, k) and
..,q; j=k+1,...,q) the priority of this operation is set 1(highest level) the logical value of (k, k, j) is set to be true; end if // if the logical value of both (k, k, k) and
(k=2,...,q; j=1,...,k-1); the priority of this operation is set 2 (important level) the logical value of (k, k, j+q) is set to be true; end if // if the logical value of (k, k, j) and (k-1,i,k) and (k-1,i,j) all are true then
(k=2,...,q; j=k+1,...,q; i=1,...,q and i≠k) the priority of this operation is set 1 (highest level) the logical value of (k, i, j) is set to be true; end if // if the logical values of (k, k, j+q) and (k-1,i,j+q) and (k-1,i,k) all are true then
(k=2,...,q; j=1,...,k-1; i=1,...,q and i≠k) the priority of this operation is set 2 (important level) the logical value of (k, i, j+q) is set to be true. end if // if the logical value of both (k, k, k) and
(k=2,...,q; i=1,...,q and i≠k) the priority of this operation is set 3 (normal level) the logical value of (k, i, k+q) is set to be true. end if
Performance Evaluation
In this section, we first evaluate the performance of traditional BbGJ algorithm in real desktop grid environment. The second experiment is to show the performance of our adapted algorithm in real desktop grid environment. Then, we compare the performance of our algorithm and traditional one in ideal desktop environment. As we mentioned above, the key character of desktop grid environment is its volatility [11, 17] which causes frequent task migration between computing nodes. Paper [16] also emulate BbGJ algorithm in the desktop grid environment and the conclusion is that perhaps 163 days can finish the whole program. This experiment is also to evaluate the performance of data dependence based algorithm in desktop grid environment. In this experiment, we suppose when the execution time is more than 5000 (s), we think the program can"t be executed successfully, i.e. the program can be finished in this environment. Fig.11 shows us the when the number of tasks is not large, the program can be finish and when the number becomes larger, the program can"t be executed successfully. From this experiment, we can conclude that when there is data dependence between operations in the parallel algorithm, we can"t get better performance using directly adapted version of parallel algorithm. It is better for us to take volatility into consideration and multicopies of the task have to be sent to more computing nodes. Also, the more important tasks which is in the key path have the priority to be executed. Only those factors are considered during allocating tasks to computing nodes, the better performance can be achieved. The next experiments just to show the new hybrid parallel algorithm proposed in the paper which takes those factors presented above can get better performance.
5.2.
The performance of "BbGJ_DG" in desktop grid environment. The experiment in section 5.1 show that traditional version of BbGJ can"t adapt to desktop grid environment and in more case, the program can"t be executed successfully. In this paper, a new parallel adapted version which is called as "BbGJ_DG" takes the character of desktop grid environment into consideration. The experiments testify that, BbGJ_DG can be executed successfully on time. The program can be finished in two cases. So the conclusion can be achieved that BbGJ_DG can adapt to desktop grid environment. The difference between two cases in this experiment is from the experiment environments, which is cluster based desktop grid environment and while the other is grid based desktop grid environment.
Time difference between BbGJ_DG and traditional one
Experiment motivation: test the performance of BbGJ_DG with different granularity. Two methods to change the granularity of parallelism in this experiment are changing block-size with block-count fixed and changing the block-count with block-size fixed. Experiment Environment: 45 nodes in Lab 101 and 15 nodes in lab 303. The experiment time is set at midnight (begin at 0 o"clock) at which all the computing resources can be seen as dedicated computing resources. This environment can be seed as ideal environment. From the Fig.13 , we can find that when the block-size is not large, the elapsed time of algorithm based on BbGJ is just a little less than that based on intra-step paradigm (traditional parallel algorithm). And time gap becomes larger with the increase of block-size. The reason is that when block-size is small, more time is consumed in communication and schedule while time used to compute is small. So the advantage of BbGJ_DG is not obvious. From the analysis in section 3 and 4, we know the advantage of BbGJ_DG is to make full use of computing resources in desktop grid platform, i.e. the BbGJ_DG can make all the tasks available to be executed to be executed in parallel. With the increase of block-size, the advantage of BbGJ_DG becomes more and more obvious. the similar conclusion can be achieved when changing block-count and fixing the block-size Time difference becomes larger with the condition of block-count change. With the increase of block-size, the computing time takes a great proportion and better concurrency in the BbGJ-DG ensures maximizing parallelism of program execution, which shortens the wait time comparing with intra-step paradigm. The same reason can explain the gap of time difference becomes larger with the increase of block-count. In the program based on BbGJ_DG, less wait time caused by data dependence is consumed in the process of program execution. Because hybrid paradigm make all the possible parallelizable parts executed in parallel and intra-step based paradigm just ensure the parallelism in the loop without considering the inter-step parallelism.
Conclusion
This paper presents a hybrid parallel adapted version of BbGJ for desktop grid environment based on the analysis of data dependence in the algorithm. The new paradigm, which exploits all the possible parallelizable parts of the algorithm, can help us improve the performance of block-based Gauss-Jordan algorithm on the desktop Grid platform in which more computing resources can be harnessed. At the same time, BbGJ_DG take the character of desktop grid system into consideration. So BbGJ_DG can get better performance in desktop grid environment. The experiment also testify the good performance when solving a real problem, and its scalability makes sure the paradigm can be tailored to more computing resources in desktop grid environment very easily.
